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Until recent year, the biggest aim of study was to create“ Strong”AI,
and various methods were proposed. In the board games such as chess
and Japanese chess, game AI’s strength reached to professional level of hu-
man. In 1997, Deep Blue Computer has beaten the world chess champion,
Mr.Kasparov. Study of AI treating computer games is popular as well
as that of board game in recent year. Many of them treat First Person
Shooting game and Real Time Simulation game, and the aim is to create
“ Strong”AIs. These type of studies are for exciting human players as
“ ENEMY”players.
　On the ather hands, there are few studies for exciting human player as
“ BUDDY”player and focusing on except“ Strength”. In recent year,
there are many commercial video games that man player can team up with
AIs, and play the game together. However, many of them often select
move which is worthless for human player and sometimes it frustrate hu-
man player. So, in this study, we aim to create game AI that is delightful
and good“BUDDY”player. We estimated that the reason of AI’s worth-
less action is“ game AIs don’t understand human player’s utility”. So we
tried to solve the problem by giving the way t odescribe human utility for
AI and educated them.
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　 In this study, we assume that“human player feel the value of state from
“ the elements construct the state”, and human player select own action
by forecasting the value variation”. By the assumption, we set up the
Input-Output model, the input is“ elements construct state”and output
is value of state. By adjusting this model, we described human utility.
We used the record of human player’s order and human player’s move for
adjusting the model. In this research, we set up original command format
RPG game and evaluate the performance of our method.
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